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Art.no.: 13138-402

A suspended workplace luminaire that produces direct/indirect
light. Delta louvres provide high efficiency and optimal lighting
comfort. Single or continuous installation.

Installation Designed for single or continuous installation via a wire
pendent and special loops that give flexible c-c spacing. Special loops
included in the delivery. Wires suspension are ordered separately. Can also
be wall mounted with special bracket, see Accessories.

Connection The start luminaire is supplied with 2,4 m mains cable
excluding plug as standard. With additional numbers -448, -449 and -474 is
the luminaire equipped with 2,4 mains cable, 3x1,0 mm² and earthed plug.
The connecting mains cable comes out on the same side as the pull switch.
The luminaire unit is equipped with a through-wiring cable (5x1.5 mm²)
and a snap-in connection in each end cap. In a continuous installation, the
luminaire row should always begin with a start luminaire.

Design Body in white (RAL 9016) or natural anodised, extruded aluminium
finish. Direct/indirect: the top is covered by an active film which generates
a broad light pattern and which works as a dust cover.

Louvre Delta – microprism louvre in acrylic (PMMA).

Reflector The louvres act as reflectors.

Dimming DALI/phase-pulse control as standard. Luminaires with DALI/
phase pulse control  have CLO (Constant Light Output) as standard.
 Additional number -448, -449 and -474 is only available with single
installation.
30/70, 70/30 contains 2 DALI drivers (requires 2 DALI addresses).
50/50 and Direct light distribution contains 1 DALI driver.
e-Sense Active – PIR sensor with presence and daylight control via DALI.

Miscellaneous CLO (Constant Light Output) maintains the correct light
from the luminaire for the duration of its rated life.
To calculate how many luminaires and accessories you will need to
complete a run, please use our  

For exact lengths, please refer to the dimension drawing.

Notor 78
50/50, Start/Single, DALI/Phase-pulse

DESIGN

Louvre  Delta

Colour  White

RAL  9016

Weight, kg  4.6

Length, mm  1174

Width, mm  78

Height, mm  78

Module  1200

TECHNICAL DATA

Installation  Start/Single

Protection class  1

IP rating  20

Light control  DALI/Phase-pulse

ELECTRICAL DATA

Effect, W  37

LIGHTING DATA

Light distribution  50/50

Lumen output  4432

lm/W  120

Lumen maintenance L90 B10, h  50  000

Lumen maintenance at 50 000 h  0,92

LED driver, h/max failure %  100 000/10 %

SDCM  3

CRI  80

CCT, K  3000

Light source  LED


